Abstract. The half-form pairing of two polarizations of the Kepler manifold is found and shown to define a bounded linear isomorphism of the two Hubert spaces, but is not unitary.
1. Introduction. In [15] J.-M. Souriau showed that, when suitably completed, the phase space and now of the Kepler problem in n dimensions could be identified with T$S" (the cotangent bundle of the «-sphere minus its zero section), and its geodesic flow (for the standard metric). This extended a similar result of J. Moser [7] concerning the energy surfaces. Souriau also observed that T* S" had a complex structure invariant under the flow of the length function. In [10] I showed that this complex structure was a positive polarization for the natural symplectic structure of the cotangent bundle and therefore determines a quantization of the flow [6], [13] , [14] .
T£S" has a real polarization, given by the cotangent fibres, but this is not invariant under the flow. By using the method of moving polarizations, J. Elhadad [3] quantized a related flow, but for the flow I consider there is an obstruction to the formal pairing noticed by R. Blattner [2] . There is no obstruction to the pairing of the real and complex polarizations, so we can use the transformation defined by the pairing [2] , [5] , [6] to carry the quantization of the flow from the complex to the real polarization. The generator of the unitary group so obtained on L2(S") is 2it[ -A + (nl)2/4]i/2 which has spectrurn 2^(A + (n -l)/2), A = 0, 1, 2,_This agrees with the semiclassical spectrum of A. Weinstein [16] but has different multiplicities.
The pairing of these two polarizations is of interest since it is not unitary. It requires some tedious computations to establish it as a bounded linear operator between the Hubert spaces of the two polarizations. It is closely related to the Laplace representation of spherical harmonics [8] .
This paper is divided up as follows: §2 summarizes the theory of polarizations and half-form pairings and as an example I obtain Bargmann's transform [1] between the real and complex polarizations of R2" s C". The real and complex polarizations of TqS" together with the formal expression for their pairing are described in §3. The rigorous existence and nonunitary nature of the pairing is established in §4. An appendix contains the evaluation of some integrals required in §4.
I thank the referee for suggestions which have considerably improved the presentation of the original manuscript. Thanks are also due to R. Blattner and D. Simms for their help and interest in this work.
2. Polarizations and the half-form pairing. If (X, co) is a symplectic manifold, the space C(X) of complex functions on X is a Lie algebra under Poisson bracket:
[<P,*P] = ip^l ^-lw = dtp.
If co determines an integral de Rham cohomology class, there is a Hermitian line bundle L with connection V over X having curvature 2mco. The space TL of sections of L is a C(Ar)-module where, for <p E C(X), s E TL cp • j = Ve s + 2m<ps.
This representation of C(X) is known as prequantization. See [4] for details. A polarization of (X, co) is a subbundle F of the complexified tangent bundle TXC which is
(ii) maximal with respect to (i); (iii) integrable.
Condition (i) means co vanishes identically when restricted to F. If dim X = 2«, then by (ii) dim Fx = n for all x E X. If F° c T*XC denotes the bundle of covectors vanishing on F, then (i) and (ii) are equivalent to £ h» £Jco maps F isomorphically onto F°. We shall take integrable to mean: F fï F has constant dimension and F, F + F are closed under the Lie bracket of vector fields. Thus the complex Frobenius theorem of Nirenberg [9] applies to F. There are two main examples of polarizations. If F = F, F is called real and is the tangent bundle of a Lagrangian foliation of (X, co). The fibres of a cotangent bundle X = T* M is a typical example of this situation. At the other extreme we may have F n F = 0, in which case TXC = F © F so that an almost complex structure J may be defined on X in such a way that F consists of tangents of type (0, 1). Since F is involutive, J is integrable and X becomes a complex manifold. g(t rj) = co(/|, i,), |, t, E TTX, defines a nonsingular symmetric bilinear form on the tangent spaces to X which is Hermitian for the complex structure. The associated 2-form is co which is closed, so that g is a (pseudo-) Kaehler metric. Thus any Kaehler manifold is an example of a symplectic manifold with a polarization.
If F is a polarization of (X, co) it is called positive if -/co(£, f) > 0, V£ E TF. Real polarizations are always positive, whilst if F n F = 0, F is positive if and only if g is positive definite.
Given a polarization F of (X, co) we can define the structure sheaf GF as the sheaf associated to the presheaf Uh> CF(U) = {<p £ C(£/)|l<ï> = 0, V£ E TF}, £/ c X open.
See [6] , [12] for some properties of this sheaf. When F n F = 0, GF is the sheaf of holomorphic functions on X. Let L, V be a prequantization of (X, co) and F a polarization, then we set TFL = {s E TL\V¡s = 0, V| E TF).
TFL is not stable under all <p E QA"), but those functions <p which preserve T^L form a Lie subalgebra CF(X) which contains Cp(X) as a maximal abelian ideal. In general it is difficult to make TFL into a Hubert space, which is desirable if this construction is going to be used to construct the quantum mechanical model corresponding with the classical system described by (X, co). Even when this is possible there is no way of comparing TFL with TGL for different polarizations F and G. For these reasons B. Kostant introduced the notation of half-forms and their pairing in [5] , [6] , and this was further developed by R. Blattner [2] . There is no satisfactory theory at present unless F and G are both positive. The formalism we shall use is that of [11] .
If F is a polarization of (X, co), dim X = 2n, then A"F° is a line bundle, the canonical bundle KF of F. If F n F = 0, KF is the canonical bundle of the complex structure. For F positive the Chern class of KF is determined by co so that KF and KG are isomorphic as C™ line bundles for any two positive polarizations F and G. In this case KF ® KG is trivial, and a pairing of KF with KG is a choice of a trivialization of this bundle. There are clearly many points at which this procedure can break down. First, KF may not have a square root. It has one precisely when its Chern class is divisible by 2 (in which case (X, co) is called metaplectic). Assuming this is so, the symplectic frame bundle of (X, co) has a double covering from which a square root QF of KF can be canonically constructed for each positive polarization F. These square roots have the property that QF ® QG is trivial, which is necessary if a pairing is to exist. See [2] for the construction. Sections of Q F are called half-forms normal to F.
There is a pairing < • , •> of QF ® QG into the densities of order -1 on D such that for ju, E TQF, v E TQG, < u, v)2 = (¡i® u, v ® Vs).
The procedure now is to replace L by L ® QF, and define TFL ® QF by introducing a covariant derivative in QF. It is fortunate that QF has a covariant derivative along F arising from Lie differentiation in KF. If i E TF, a E TKF then V£a = £J</a defines Vt in TKF and
defines Vj/2 uniquely in TÇ2f. Then V®1 + I ® Vl/2 defines a connection along Fin L® QF and TFL <8> <2f is defined as before. TFL ® QF is paired with TGL® QG by pairing L with itself using the Hermitian structure and QF with QG using < • , •). Lie differentiation defines a connection along D in the densities on (TX)/D, but Blattner found that, in general, Vt<p, o> need not vanish for p E TFL ® QF,o E TGL ® QG. In all the cases we are interested in <p, a> does project to a density on X/D so we shall not investigate this point further.
To obtain the inner product in TFL ® QF one pairs F to itself. Let §F be the resulting Hubert space (which may consist only of zero). If F n F = Dc the inner product involves integrating over X/D. If F n F = 0 this is integration over X.
As an example take X = R2", co = 2"=14>, A dq¡ where we take (qx, . . . , qn, />,,..., pn) as coordinates. As a map from $G to $f this is formally given by (ty)(q) = f t(q + ip)exp{-tr{p2 + q2)/2 -imp ■ q)dnp.
If i// is a polynomial, it is in §G and Ti¡/ E $F. Since polynomials are dense in $G, F is densely defined. Proving T is unitary is messy using polynomials, so instead we use that $G has a reproducing kernel. If 4>w(z) = exp irw ■ z, ¡f,w E §G for all w E C, (\\\PJ2 = exp ir|»v|2), and for any $ E $c, ¡p(w) = («/-, »//J. Then finite hnear combinations 'Zaca\pw are dense in $G also, so we need only compute T\pw. This is a Gaussian integral and can be computed explicitly:
(TVUi?) = 2n/2exp{ -V -7riv2/2 + 2-irw-q}.
Again (Fi/^, Fi//,,) is a Gaussian integral and may be evaluated as {T^w, Txpv) = expww = (4>w, xpj.
Thus T is an isometry on the dense domain above. If it has dense range it extends to a unitary map of §G onto !qf. That the range is dense follows because (T\¡/W)(q) is essentially the generating function for the Hermite functions whose linear combinations are dense in F2(R"). Using the reproducing kernel, (Tt)(q) = J^ (+, tq+ip)exp{ -w(p2 + q2)/2 -wp ■ q}dnp = / t(z)K(z,q)(exp(-v\z\2))\\\, with 7C(z, q) = ( T\pz)(q). Apart from normalization, K is Bargmann's transform [1] from §G to $f.
3. The real and complex polarizations of T$S". Tc¡S" can be identified with X = {(e, x) E R" + 1 X Rn+1|e • e = 1, x ■ e = 0, x # 0}. The natural symplectic structure on 7JS" carries over to co on X where co = d9, 9 = x ■ de, regarding the components e0, . . ., e", x0, . . . , xn as functions on X. For n > 3, X is simply-connected but irx(X) = Z2 if n = 2. To avoid technical complications arising from nonsimple-connectedness we shall assume n > 3. X fibres over S" = {e E Rn+l\e ■ e = 1} and the fibres are the cotangent spaces with the origin deleted. Put Tt(e, x) = e.
Let \x\ = (x • x)1/2, h(e, x) = 2it\x\, then h E C(X) and ¿A generates a flow a, which may be found to be o,(e, x) = ((cos 2t!t)e + (sin 2ttí)x/\x\, (cos 2i7i)x -(sin 2wr)|x|c?).
This may be more neatly expressed by introducing z E C"+' with z = \x\e + ix (1) and then o,z = (exp( -2irit))z. (e, x) h* z injects X into C+1 and the image is the nonsingular cone (z E C+1|z ■ z = 0, z ^ 0), giving X a complex structure. Let d = 3 + 3 be the usual decomposition of the exterior derivative into components of type (1,0) Let L, V be a prequantization of (X, co). Then co = d9 implies the existence of a nowhere vanishing section sF with W^sF = 2m9(£)sF. 9 is real so \sF\2 is constant and sF can be normalized so \sF\2 = 1.
Similarly co = d(2i d\x\) so we have sG with V£iG = -47r3|x|(£)%-But sg = "Po-V f°r some nowhere vanishing function <p0 and d log <p0 = 2w/(2/3|x| -9) = -2-nd\x\ so tp0 = exp( -2tr\x\) apart from a constant which we can set equal to 1. Thus l%|2 = |<Po|2 = exp(-47r|jc|). This completes the analysis of the prequantization.
To discover whether half-forms exist, consider KF. Let p be any n-form on S" then m*p is an «-form vanishing on F so ir*p E KF. Since S" is orientable we can choose p nowhere vanishing, and then tr*p vanishes nowhere, showing KF is trivial. Thus there is a square root QF, unique since X is simply-connected. The same conclusion could have been reached from [5] since it is known that when F is the tangent bundle to a projection it: X -» Y the mod 2 reduction of the Chern class of F is the square of the first Stiefel-Whitney class of Y, pulled back to X. Then, if Y is orientable, the Chern class must be even.
Observe also that since p is a form of maximum degree on S", dp = 0 so that dm*p = 0 and hence V¿n*p = 0, £ E TF. Fix p0 as the Riemannian volume on S", which in terms of the functions e¡ is n ^P o = 2 (-\y'ej de0A-■ ■ Ade} A:" Aden (3) 7-0 where c7e, means that term is omitted. On the set where ek j= 0 we can take e0, . . . , ek_x, ek + x, . . . , en as coordinates and obtain
Expression (3) makes sense on X and gives tr*p0. Let QF ® QF = KF and \iF be a section of QF with pF® uf = 7r*p0, which exists since X is simply-connected. Then also V|/2U;, = 0 for all £ in TF.
KG may be handled similarly. We look for a section o which has an expression analogous to (3) HF with <p E Coe(S"), and TGL ® QG of the form »£% ® ¡iG with $ holomorphic. The norms are easily computed as in §2. F is real so <uf, uf> = w*|p0|, and \\<p\\2F = /s»|«p|2|Pol» so $$F, the completion of TFL ® QF coincides with L2(S", |p0|). For G we have G n G = 0, so i"<a, o}\ = a A °" gives <a, o> = 2»+2|JC|«-2 and so «/ jLtc; ^ = 2«/2+i|x|«/2-i_ -Thus ll^ll2G = / |^|2(exp(-4Hx|))2"/2+1|x|',/2-,|X|.
Jx §G is then all holomorphic functions \p on ^ with H^Hc finite. The exponential convergence factor means $G contains all polynomials in Zq, . . . , z" so is not trivial.
To pair F and G we need to compute 7r*p0 A 9. This is easily done on Uj using formulas (4) and (5) 4. Existence and nonunitary nature of the pairing. The proof of the existence of the pairing is based on being able to write down a kernel 7C(z, e) analogous to that of §2. If x E R"+1, z E C+1 and Ax denotes the Laplacian in the x-variables then
from which it follows that ú z EX, (x■ z)k is a homogeneous harmonic polynomial and therefore its restriction to the unit sphere is a spherical harmonic. For x fixed, as a function of z, (x • z~f is holomorphic and polynomial and thus in $G. The spherical harmonics are dense in §F and it will be shown that the polynomials in z are dense in §G. These will provide dense domains for F and T ~ '.
Let S^ denote the spherical harmonics of order A on S" and <&k the polynomials homogeneous of degree A on X. Then dim Sk = dim <3>k = (2A + n -l)T(k + n -1)/ {r(n)r(A + 1)} (this equality of dimension could be derived from our analysis of the relationship between Sk and tyk by working a little harder). Our first objective is to show T maps 9k isomorphically onto Sk : this is the Laplace representation of elements of §>k.
Define, for cp E S¿, Ak<p E <3'k by (Ak<p)(z)= f <p(a)(a-z)k\p0\(da),
•'S" and for i E 9k define Bk$ E C(S") by (Bktf(a) = 2"^ Ua-z)k^(z)(exp(-ATT\x\))\x\"^\\\.
Jx
The exponential convergence of the integrand justifies all the following manipulation. 
kernel defining a map of %k to itself and clearly is 0(n + 1) invariant. But %k is an irreducible representation of 0(n + 1), so Bk ° Ak must be a multiple ak of the identity. To find ak we seta = b and integrate a^dim Sfc vol S" = 2"/2+1 f F(a, a)\Po\(da).
Js"
But 0(n + 1) is transitive on S" so F(a, a) is constant. We can set a = en+x, the (n + l)th coordinate direction in Rn+' and then
This integral is evaluated in the appendix to give $G is a unitary representation of 0(n + 1) and by the above, 0(n + 1) acts irreducibly on <3>k> so ©"=0<3)A; is an orthogonal direct sum within §G. But in Lemma 1 of [9] I showed a holomorphic function f on X had an expansion / = 2?_o/* with fk E % so that §G = 0 f.0^. Let 9 = H?=0 ^ be the algebraic sum. This is thus a dense domain in $G.
Let 4>x, \¡/2 E <3'k then Ak: Sk -» 9k is onto so \p¡ = Aktp¡ with <p, E S¿, i = 1, 2. Then But 0(n + 1) is transitive on the set of pairs (e, y), e • e = y ■ y = 1, e • y = 0, so f (a-e2 + a-y2)k\p0\(da) JS" is independent of (e,y). We can therefore evaluate it by setting e = e"+" y = en. Then Ik vol S" = vol 5" vol 5"-' f (e2+1 + e2)k \p0\(da).
JS"
This last integral we write in spherical polar coordinates: Ik = vol Sn~l vol S"-2 f' C (cos2« + sin2« cos2<p)*sin"-1« sin"-2<p d9 d<p Jo Jo = vol S"-* vol S"-2 i" r (1 -sin20 sin2<p)* sin"-'« sin"-2ç> d9 d<p Another integration by parts procedure shows that the last integral is ir(* + i)r((n -i)/2)/r(A + (« + i)/2).
Then Ik = 47rn+l/2T(k + l)/{T(n/2)T(k + (n + l)/2)}.
